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Some Pioneers of  MOOSEHEAD
Story of the Past CHESUNCOOK and
By F. S. Davenport MILLINOCKET
WE three—J. P. Moore, F. A. Appleton, and the writer, knew very well what 
we were about when we started on our excursion ; able and distinguished 
pens—Winthrop, “Life in the Open Air ” Thoreau, “The Maine Woods,” 
had traced and illumined the route, so it was clearly outlined to our imagination, 
but we did not know that, 58 years afterward it would be printed in The Northern, 
and here we are.
This humble pen will be aided by authentic photographs of persons, hotels, 
camps, and other things, long since disappeared, a collection of more than fifty 
years, some lately found and others promised in season for the issue in which they 
belong, and these will tell their own story better than this pen can tell it.
I will whisper that all the events were as stated, yet were not all in the one 
excursion, but in two over the same route, and are interwoven because important 
as history, and for other reasons. This explains seeming errors as to dates. I 
will tell the story, and you may make dates as you please.
AL MESERVEY 
The Hermit of Wilson Pond.
PART ONE
The Moosehead Lake stage, Morison 
& Hunting, contractors, started from 
the Franklin House (Bangor), Mc­
Laughlin & Son, proprietors, at 6 a. 
m., August 20th, 186—, it called for 
the others first, and then for me, as 
the baggage and canoe were at my 
residence, the birch bark canoe, made 
in Old Town, and bought of Jonathan 
T. Hardy of Brewer, 18 feet long, and 
chosen for this trip, (I carried it on 
my shoulders from his house on Wil­
son street to the “ferry-way” and 
paddled it across the river two days 
before our start, but it was hauled 
from the river to my residence be­
cause of its distance, and all the way 
uphill.) The canoe was put on the 
top of the stage, and slanted across 
diagonally, and the baggage placed 
under it. Jerry MacDonald was the 
driver, and we were lucky to have the 
outside seats, one along side of Jerry, 
and two on the still higher perch be­
hind him. The inside had nine seats, but 
there were as yet but two passengers, 
and all the remaining space was 
packed with all sorts of bundles and 
merchandise. The stage-driver was a 
“Personage” who had to do every sort 
of errand along the seventy miles be­
tween Bangor and “The Lake.”
The stage went up Court street, 
then Ohio street, and turned to the 
left at the Noyes greenhouse, (now 
14th street) and at the end of that a 
turn to the right at the foot of the 
rise on which the Alexander Dunning 
farm was located, the Avenue Road 
(now Union street).
From the top of the ascent we had 
a grand view of Mt. Katahdin, and 
our enthusiast shouted, but the six 
well-bred horses only pricked up their 
ears, having heard the 
“river-drivers” for years.
This Avenue Road is 
for 40 miles toward The 
road can be made, but the stage must 
call at the post-offices that its contract 
designates, and it takes the right-hand 
fork a few miles out, and goes through 
an edge of Glenburn and corner of 
Levant, and stops at the post-office in 
Kenduskeag village, where mail-bags
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and two horses are changed, and con­
tinues on over the long “horse-back” 
that passes through East Corinth and 
Charleston; it is about nine o’clock, 
and the scenery is not attractive, let 
us talk “history” and about “the stage 
driver” who, in those days was a very 
important “Utility” * * * Every
sort of errand, of package, of ques­
tion, message, even to proposals of 
marriage, was confided to him, and he 
was worthy of confidence, and execut­
ed his commissions with fidelity. 
He was known to everybody, was be­
loved, yes, idolized; he was an index, 
a catalog, a price-list, a directory, a 
guide-book, a dictionary and an 
encyclopedia; must be ready with all 
data of “The Heavens Above,” “The 
Earth Beneath,” and “The Waters 
Under the Earth.” Before the inva­
sion of the telegraph, the telephone, 
and the mail-order store, the stage 
driver was “it.”
And, with all this in his mind, he 
must keep the leaders and the pole 
horses up to their job, Jerry has done 
this, and we arrive at the hotel of 
East Corinth.
Passengers are taken on and others 
landed, but we have not much inter­
est in them, they 
apparel carried too 
drivers seat, and if 
there would be 
he would have 
horses.
We see here a
constantly on the road were the only 
means of heavy transportation be­
tween Bangor and “The Lake,” large, 
long, with high wheels of about equal 
size front and rear, and took a large 
space to turn around, some had de­
vices to attach the pole at either end. 
The lumber operators owned the teams 
to employ their horses in the summer 
and fall, before the logging operations 
were started. They were long enough 
to carry bateaus, some times five or 
six at a load, the seats removed, and 
the boats “nested.”
I have a few names of the drivers: 
Blackwell, Long, Joseph White, Bra- 
deen of Milo, Calvin Arnold of Shir­
ley, Joe Laing, Ike Jones, Henry Nor­
cross—they hauled from Bangor to 
the Lake direct, and by way of 
Katahdin Iron Works, from which 




are ladies whose 
much sail for the 
one had come up, 
room for Jerry, 





The Franklin House in 1864.
Real happiness comes from doing a job well.
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William H. Girrell
Driver of Bangor and 
Moosehead Lake stage.
Driver of the Moosehead 
Lake stage.
Driver of Bangor and 
Moosehead Lake stage, 
and one of the con­
tractors.
J. Wesley Morison
Proprietor and owner of 
the Franklin House.
The Bangor firms who sold groceries 
to the lumber operators were, Chas. 
Hayward & Co., R. S. Morison & Co., 
Abram Moor & Co., Cassidy & Gar­
land, Chas. A. Neally & Co., and 
others.
Old time lumbermen-operators: 
Rod Parks of Veazie; E. T. Spencer, 
Old Town; E. F. Osgood, Prentiss; 
Rod Sutherland, Brewer; White & 
Hodgdon, Bangor; Palmer & Johnson, 
Bangor; C. G. Sterns & Co., Bangor; 
Tom Gilbert, Orono; William H. 
Strickland, Bangor; Morison & Hunt­
ing, Corinth; James A. Thissell, Ban­
gor; Con Murphy, Old Town; Ike 
Terrell, Ross Loveland, John Ross, 
Bangor; Went Maxfield, Bangor; 
Gullifer & Gilman.
Above this point no one mentions 
Moosehead or Moosehead lake. It is 
just “The Lake.”
A few minutes after 11 o’clock we 
arrived at Dover (half way to the 
Lake), the Blethen House, William D. 
Blethen, proprietor. The stage from 
the Lake had arrived, and the horses 
were being unhitched. William H. 
Girrell was the driver; there were 
tote-teams and much life and interest.
William and Jerry “talked shop” 
and swapped errands and stories. 
Jerry had nothing unusual, but Wil­
liam had seen, while driving slowly up 
Douty hill, one of his “pet bears” 
crossing the road; the bear had 
grinned at him and had wiggled his 
ears.
After much wagging of tongues, we 
went into the hotel to get ready for 
dinner. Our raiment was plain, yet 
in the proper style for the Lake.
The “table girls” (“waitresses” had 
not yet come upon the carpet), were 
attired in a fashion of those days, a 
“party dress” of thin white material
MOOSEHEAD LAKE STAGE 
at Abbot or Monson in 1864.
Be slow enough, and quick enough, to be sure.
trimmed with lace, elbow sleeves with 
lace ruffles, a wide pink satin sash, 
narrow pink ribbon, interwoven, or in 
knots, on waist and sleeves, and three 
or more lace ruffles on the skirt, the 
hair was in coiffure of puffs or waves, 
and was secured by a high tortoise 
shell back comb. There were brace­
lets and other jewelry. This costume 
was varied in some details in accord­
ance with the taste of the wearer.
They served us with an excellent 
dinner, which came to an end at last, 
and yet all too soon, for we hurried to 
climb on the stage, and make sure of 
our seats, there were some new pass­
engers, but none went “on top,” and 
we were still in luck.
Leaving Dover the road runs along 
the bank of the Piscataquis, and there 
are a few charming vistas. We crossed 
the river at Guilford, where there was 
a hotel. Seeing two men from Ban­
gor, we descended to talk with them 
while Jerry was attending to his 
errands. The genial proprietor or 
clerk of the hotel, seeing in us possible 
guests, whispered to us, “If you will 
go up to No. 11 at the head of the 
stairs, you will find what you want.” 
“What does he think we want?” I 
asked of my acquaintance. He, who 
was more to the fore than myself, re­
plied, “Don’t you know what he 
means? I’ve been up there. You will 
find some bottles, sugar, lemons, ice­
water and spoons. I won’t say what’s 
in the bottles, It’s the way they get 
by the ramrod liquor law, they give 
you The stuff,’ no sale, no penalty. 
Many of the country hotels do it. The 
city hotels have bars same as ever, 
and have their own way of ‘getting 
by,’ but I do not know what it is.”
As we ascend the grade beyond 
Guilford, the summits of the Ktaadn 
Iron Works and Lily Bay mountains 
appear on our right in distance, and 
we perceive that we are traversing a 
“rolling country” and are going up 
hill, but this is a vague statement, so 
now for the figures of the State Water 
Commission, and see what we are do­
ing.
The elevation of the Piscataquis 
river at Dover (crest of the upper 
dam), is 339; at Guilford dam, 382, 
and at Abbot dam, 421. The elevation 
of Moosehead Lake is 1024, therefore 
in the 47 miles from Bangor to Guil­
ford we have ascended 382 feet, and 
must ascend in the remaining 25 miles 
642 feet, 39 of it from Guilford to 
Abbot, and in the 21 miles from Abbot 
to the Lake 603 feet, or about 30 feet 
to the mile.
As we were creeping up a rise, I 
saw in a cow-path on the left, four 
partridges roosting on the upper bar 
of a gate, settling themselves for the 
night; soon we reached Abbot, and 
the mountains in sight were more 
impressive. A little way beyond 
Abbot at the fork of the road, the 
historical Moosehorn Guide Board 
came in view with Monson on the 
nigh horn, and Blanchard on the off 
horn. In later years wooden signs 
have been attached under the horns.
It was near twilight, the mountains 
diminished in altitude. We reached 
the Chapin House, Monson, and had 
supper which was perfect, and there 
were doughnuts. The only real 
doughnut grows in the country, even 
there, are those who can make them— 
and “others.”
Did you when a youngster of six or 
seven years “go down into the coun­
try” to visit “auntie” or “grandma” 
and have your eyes “stick out“ while 
eating a real, truly, doughnut fried 
brown in “hog’s fat?” Then you will 
imagine the emotions of a bunch of 
city boys who were eating at this 
house doughnuts which combined the 
merits of “auntie’s” and of “grand­
ma’s.” They were wild, and carved 
their initials on some of them, and 
begged that they would be put aside 
and kept as visiting cards or souve­
nirs “in memoriam.” They were so 
treasured and a few added later on, 
but were forgotten and reposed “down 
cellar” in an earthen pot. Later the 
hotel burned, but a good angel, one 
whose name had been carved, made 
that a deep pile of ashes should cover 
the pot and recook its contents. When 
discovered they were, by age, and by 
baking, so hard that they could not 
THE LAKE HOUSE AT GREENVILLE 
Ivory Littlefield, Proprietor.
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be broken, and Monson infants used 
them as teething rings, and some one 
had two of them as martingale rings 
on a harness. I was not present when 
they were discovered, and cannot dis­
pute the tale or vouch for it. I was 
told so, and there you are.
There had been a discussion at the 
tea-table about who should drive the 
stage the rest of the way to the Lake, 
no one was willing, but some one must. 
Finally it was decided by a young 
man called “Frost,” who consented. 
We were told to hurry up as it was 
nine o’clock, and it would take three 
or four hours.
We were told to ride inside if we 
expected to get there whole, and we 
would be well shaken up anyway; the 
roads were rough and the stage likely 
in the dark to slue into the gutter; be­
sides the hills were so steep that the 
horses were always ready to fall back­
ward onto the driver. Some passeng­
ers had descended at Monson so there 
were left we three. The canoe was 
securely lashed, all packages placed 
inside, we settled ourselves on the back 
seat, and a start was made with four 
fresh horses. We crept up Douty hill, 
which is a mile or two long, and from 
the top of it to the lake were shaken 
about “like dice in a box.”
We arrived at the Eveleth house, 
foot of the lake, a little before mid­
night. Next morning was fine. There 
was a good deal of discussion at the 
hotel as to where the trout were bit­
ing, but it was always a good way off, 
either Lily Bay, Spencer Pond, West 
Outlet, Center island, etc. We crossed 
over to the Lake House, kept by Ivory 
Littlefield, where Ivory was advising 
a “party of one” where to go, saying 
that they were all bound to go up the 
lake to Kineo or farther, and catch 
nothing, and then on their way home 
he would take them over for a half 
day to Wilson pond and catch a boat
THE BLETHEN HOUSE, DOVER, MAINE 
William D. Blethen, Proprietor.
load. As we really were in no hurry 
to go to Kineo, we invited ourselves to 
join the party of one. A trade was 
made, a team ready in no time, we 
got our rods and started to cover the 
two or more miles to Wilson pond. 
Just out of the village two partridges 
were seen in a patch of alders just be­
side the road and the “party of one” 
shot one from the team. This began 
to look like business. We drove to the 
shore of the pond and there found Al 
Meservey, “the Hermit of Wilson 
pond,” who lived under a boat, a 
“punt” with square ends, tilted, and 
propped up by the seats, one at each 
end, there was a bed of spruce boughs, 
and his fire, near at hand, was ar­
ranged with “hand-chunks” of rocks, 
his kettle suspended by a rod on two 
forked stakes. He was short and 
plump, with a full beard, wide hat, 
pipe, etc.
Ivory obtained a boat, which was 
dry and visited one after another the 
various spots where we were sure to 
get trout, but got none all the same.
It had got about three o’clock and 
we had been an hour at the best spot 
visited, when Ivory said: “It’s no use, 
boys, you never can catch any trout 
at Wilson pond until you take a drink 
all round.” We felt that we were 
doomed to failure but the “party of 
one” allowed that he had a small 
flask..
“Bring it out,” said Ivory. It was 
brought and passed to Ivory who was 
in the bow, to which the “killick” was 
tied, then passed to us. The others 
said they would just wet their lips “to 
oblige” if it was the rule of Wilson 
pond and the third man had no more 
than begun to smell of it before Ivory 
pulled up a pound trout; but I think 
he had it on the line all the time in 
order to illustrate his proverb. I de­
clared that I would not take a drop, 
that I would refrain and test the 
thing. Sure enough, every other man 
commenced to pull up trout, but at 
my end of the boat, whether I fished 
with deep line and bait as did the 
others, or rigged my rode and cast 
flies, I never had one bite nor a rise.
Ah, yes, I had one bite, and pulled 
up sharp, but, alas, it was that the 
next man’s line had fouled mine, and 
the trout was on his hook, and on 
mine nothing.
“What did I tell you,” said Ivory, 
“that trout knew whose hook he was 
biting; why didn’t you take a drink?”
“But Ivory, the trout don’t get the 
drink.”
“No, but he would if he could, he’s 
had all the water he wants, and he’d 
rather bite and get into the boat, with 
a chance of a drink, or a smell of one, 
than stay where he is.”
In all there were taken fourteen, 
weighing from one pound, to two and 
one half pounds, all beauties, some sil­
ver and some with tints of yellow 
and red. I never caught nor saw 
caught any number of trout which 
did not have specimens of the two 
colors. We were satisfied and quit, 
and we asked Ivory how it would have 
been if we had commenced to “take 
something” in the morning and had 
kept it up all day.
“You would have caught a boat load 
as I told you, or at least you would 
have thought you had.”
Wilson pond is pretty but not lovely. 
The mountains don’t seem to lie just 
in the best points of view. The sun­
He who swells in prosperity will shrink in adversity.
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set was very brilliant in color. I told 
Ivory to give my share to the hermit. 
He said I had no share, but they did 
give him two trout. At the landing 
we met Gardner G. Grinnell, who was 
a great personage in those parts; had 
a cottage at Wilson pond but mostly 
camped out, having a retinue of ten 
or a dozen men, boatmen, guides and 
cooks, who spent their time taking 
care of him and moving him about.
About seven o’clock we arrived back 
at Greenville and went over to our own 
hotel. We call this the first day of 
the trip.
When we went in for supper, we 
found G. C. Gardner and George 
Lansil of Bangor, who had arrived the 
night before, but who fell into the 
hands of Pete Ronco, who took them 
over to Rum pond, which is up in the 
mountains near Wilson pond. They 
had been there all day and were full 
of the trip, and occupied the entire 
supper hour in telling of it.
I would better include their Rum 
pond experience here as they told it 
in their own words.
“We drove over to Wilson pond and 
took a boat across the pond, then by 
path to Rum pond, where Pete had 
only a raft, and a small one at that. 
However, we got on, loading it so that 
there was scarcely any of it above 
water. Pete poled the thing to the 
other side and we all fished from the 
raft. We caught over two dozen trout, 
some of them two-pounders. Some 
small ones slipped through our fingers, 
and got away among the holes in the 
raft, but Pete got some twigs and 
strung most of them so we brought 
them home. We caught all we wanted 
to anyway, and we got back to the 
other shore all right only our feet 
were soaked. We had hurried over 
the path, in the morning, but coming 
out we took it easier on account of 
our wet boots.
Pete had kept his tongue going all 
day, telling all sorts of fish and game 
stories, but he had quieted down and 
we were just as well pleased and 
hoped he had quit. But he pointed at 
a stump just as we passed it. ‘See 
that big stump; when I come out I 
most alwers give it a clip with the 
hatchet, and when I cornin’ out last 
fall, pretty dark, I hit it as I s’posed, 
and hatchet jerk out o’ my hand, and 
I hear it fall way off in woods. I 
start little, and look and by George! 
it wasn’t stump, it was big bear, big 
one. I hadn’t no gun, so I jest keep 
on lively. I didn’t stop to see what 
bear do and too dark to find hatchet. 
I get out quick’s I could. Bear smelt 
my fish I s’ppose. Bear can smell fish 
mile off. He smell fish, and just 
waitin’ to see which way to go find 
’em. Nex’ day I go back in daytime 
to same place to find hatchet. I find 
it way off in woods, couple rods from 
path. I look round, to find tracks. 
In soft, muddy place, I see tracks, 
bigger’n my two hands. Bear must 
a’ been whopper. I like get him. Get 
lot money for skin in fall.’ ”
“Well,” says Gardner, “it was get­
ting dark there in the path, and my 
hair stood up on end just thinking 
how that bear looked. We came across
When a business begins to lose money the boss hates the bookkeeper.
Yer Unkle Willyum sez that 
if er man hez sense ernuff left 
ter know thet his knowledge 
bump grows locoweed thars sum 
hopes fer him but ther mighty 
onsartint.
NIGH BILL
Az ut wuz, un az tis ter day erlong ther Gilbert Road.
Ther Northern bees 
r tappin’ his inferma- 
shun can.
They’ve changed some I guess, 
ther tote roads der yer mean? 
if that’s ther idee. Wall yes;
like ther bunch that erlong them did 
hike,
rocks and hummocks are gone, 
yer hear ther tute ur ther horn 
as ther flivvers skim ovah ther pike.
Yer leave Bartley’s at four, 
ther road follers ther shore;
yer turn on ther juce in yer flivver, 
and at quarter to five
uf yer still air alive,
yer fly through ther yard at Roach 
River.
With hops, skips and jumps 
az yer flash by the stumps, 
yer tin Lizzie runs like er ram, 
with yer heart in yer mouth 
and cussing ther drouth, 
tis five thirty when yer land at ther 
dam.
We’ve sure changed our ways 
since Pod Auger days, 
when our bags contained homespun 
and hooch;
we’d start ’fore day light, 
drink, sing and fight 
ez erlong o’er ther tote road we’d 
mooch.
We’d stagger and sway erlong ther 
high way
’till we reached Beaver Brook yer 
old sinner,
We’d used up seven hours 
er tramping through showers, 
’fore we reached Lily Bay fer our 
dinner.
With our hides full av beans 
we’d filled up ther seams 
with sour dough biscuit and fat, 
when some hoodlum did yell 
yer may all go ter he— 
ther wuz a scrap on right off ther bat.
We’d all had our feed 
when ther er-rig-er-nal * Swede 
fell through ther front door with 
er crash;
up jumps McGown,
on his phiz er fierce frown,
and put him ter sleep with er smash.
It wud sure make yer shiver 
wuz yer thar at Roach River, 
when ther bunch straggled in fer ther 
night;
Wilson in the boat and rode home and 
got here just before supper.”
Items: The expenses up to this
time were, for each, stage fare, $2.00; 
canoe, $1.00; meals, 25c. The rate at 
the Eveleth House is $1.00 per day
all kivered with gore, 
some lookin’ fer more, 
ther hull gang sure looked like er 
fright.
Next morning at four 
wTe walked out ther door, 
twuz shet at our backs with er slam; 
wTe wtuz then past all harm, 
hed lunch at Grant Farm,
that night wre all flopped at ther dam.
Then we kivered our heads 
with ther old West Branch spreads, 
thet wud’nt let yer ovah sleep ther 
clock,
fer in them lived er batch 
that wrud sure make yer scratch; • 
uf that hungry brand, in 
gray back Kootie stock.
Ther spreads ter day are five and er 
half by seven, >
and ther Kooties have reached ther 
heaven;
at Rip dam by ther slaughter house 
route,
thar their steamed, biled and fried 
’till one an all hev died
at ther laundry whar they fite their 
finul bout.
Come all yer, for fut, fiddle stuff men 
and beet this if yer ken;
Ther saw log Jack frum these parts 
hev passed away,
fur if yer mean ter stick, 
yer hev no coz ter kick, 
fer yer furnished with clean spreads 
and medder hay.
So if in ther spring, yer erlive, 
and yer hanker fer ther drive, 
and ter frog among ther wood 
just like er tode, 
just jump eboard ther train 
und try her onct ergain, 
und ther flivvers ull take yer ovah 
ther Gilbert Road.
Now that I’ve finished my song 
and if ther’s anything wrong, 
ther critics will sure produce ther 
whacks;
I’ll be right heah on ther ground 
when ther fool killer sneaks eround, 
and he kin finish me 
with his old dull axe.
* Kelly.
By Bill Moriarty.
Written Dec. 26th, 1921.
for room and board.
Capt. Thomas Robinson of the 
“Fairy,” is also landlord of the 
Eveleth House.
The Wilson pond trip has not been 
figured up.
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EDITORIAL
Anniversary Number One
We are now in the threshold of the 
second year’s life of “The Northern.” 
We have aimed at, good fellowship, 
mutual understanding:, union of effort, 
comprehension of most vital and liv­
ing questions of the day in which we 
all should be most earnestly con­
cerned and in which we are all 
irretrievably forced to be part and 
parcel. Yes, we have aimed at the 
matters specified and also other 
similar matters ad infinitum. If we 




We pick up the thread where we 
laid it down last month and affirm the 
highest ideal and the greatest and 
most universal attainment in modern 
Governments to be Democracy; and 
we now come to treat, in a general 
fashion, demands which this “Method 
of Government” must in the very 
nature of the situation, irreversibly 
and continuously make upon its 
people. Next month we shall treat, 
somewhat specifically, problems in this 
kind of Government under the caption 
“Some Problems in a Democracy.”
We are strongly tinctured with the 
belief that it has been only within 
recent centuries when the general con­
dition of the masses was of sufficient 
development to safely warrant any 
great institution being operated by the 
people. Let this be, however, as it 
may. It is certain that the masses in 
the Monarchies and Oligarchies of the 
past have had very little voice or 
comparatively very little advantage 
in such Governments. A supreme 
Ruler, governing by Divine right, with 
his Court and personal Retinue were 
the pre-eminently favored ones of 
those days. Perhaps this was the best 
possible under the existing conditions. 
But the civilized world is beyond that, 
we trust; and we further trust that 
there will be such loyality and de­
votion to the “Demands of Dem­
ocracy” as to never allow a reverting 
to ancient and medieval situations.
We may come without hesitation to 
the fact that which is best is 
that which usually costs the most, and 
let not this declaration be considered 
in any monetary sense for our present 
purpose. But rather let it be under­
stood to mean a cost in general re­
sponsibility. The “Something for 
nothing” policy is misleading, mis­
chievous and dangerous in any­
thing. There can be no abiding 
opportunities and privileges in this 
world without a corresponding re­
sponsibility; and he who enjoys these 
things without recognizing and as­
suming his responsibility is a worth­
less parasite. Let, then, every citizen 
in this or any Democracy, he being 
endowed with the right and privilege 
of suffrage and with the possibility 
of a heard voice in the making of pub­
lic opinion, measure to the demands 
which are upon him. Yes, we say, a 
voice in making of public opinion 
which in the end shapes things; al­
though not always immediately.
Sometimes in America we miss the 
mark by flaunting our greatness and 
forgetting our duty. We sometimes 
have a way of doing as we do with 
the clock—wind it up once in a while 
and then leave it to run itself. Our 
Democracy is not safe enveloped in 
this spirit. A keen Seer of our early 
National life sensed this danger and 
cried “Eeternal Vigilence is the Price 
of Liberty.” And no man was ever 
nearer to the truth concerning any­
thing worth while in this world than 
was Patrick Henry when he affirmed 
“Eternal Vigilence” to be the neces­
sary “Price.”
Why Young Men Should 
Go to College
A class of boys just about to gradu­
ate from high school were directed to 
write a composition on the subject, 
“Why a Young Man Should Go to 
College.” When the papers were all 
in and read, it was clear that all these 
boys, in one way or another, had said 
that a boy ought to go to college and 
get an education so that he would 
not have to work for a living.
The idea is wrong. Yet it lives in 
the mind of many people. It is a bad 
idea. Yet it influences many people. 
The man who plans to get a living 
without work is thinking along wrong 
lines. The boy who thinks that he 
will go to college and get an education 
so that he will not have to work for 
a living, has a mistaken idea.
The main idea behind a young 
man’s effort to get an education is 
not the hope to escape work, but is 
the thought that he is getting train­
ing for greater effectiveness as a 
worker. The hope of self-advantage 
in such a training is the ever-present 
incentive to him to stick to it; but in 
the end, his training makes him a 
bigger man. He is of more use in the 
world. That leads not to a life of 
ease, but to work and lots of it.
In the past we have often if not 
nearly always thought of an education 
as bestowing a cultural effect upon 
the college man. We have not thought 
of him as a more effective worker than 
the uneducated man, in fact there has 
been something of a tendency to re­
gard him as a “biled shirt” fellow, 
who is looking for and is fitted for 
little else than a “biled shirt” job. 
In short the idea of these high school 
boys has too much prevailed.
However, the day in which we live 
brings special reason for us to give 
our thought to the training side of an 
education. It matters not where the 
man gets his training, he may get it 
in the hard lessons of life far away 
from the centers of learning, he may 
get it in the college. The real ques­
tion for the practical man to ask is 
where can the best training be had. 
Investigation shows that this question 
is answered in saying that the man 
of the broadest general training, other 
things being equal, is the man who 
succeeds in the largest way.
One of the most pressing questions 
of the day is the matter of production. 
The material wants of the world are 
constantly increasing. The population 
is on the increase. The natural re­
sources of the world are being used 
up. Already, and for some time, the 
most thoughtful of men have warned 
us that conservation was a crying 
need. The real answer to the ques­
tion of production for the world’s 
needs is in the trained worker. No 
small part of the increase in produc- 
ion of the past century has been due 
to the trained worker. The man who 
knows how to do something faster 
and better than did the man of a 
hundred years ago. Take the matter 
of shoes alone; if we were dependent 
upon the methods of making shoes 
that prevailed one hundred years ago, 
lots of us would have to go without. 
The same thing is true of almost 
every thing upon which we depend for 
our comfort. The necessities of the 
human race continue to grow in num­
ber and complexity. The man who
Responsibility either makes a man or breaks him.
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can make of himself the most effective 
producer, is the man who will climb 
highest up the ladder of success. The 
space about the foot of the ladder is 
always filled and crowded with those 
who cannot do things any better than 
anybody else. They have no training 
in any thing in particular. The jobs 
are always limited, the pay is always 
comparatively small because of the 
competition of numbers. One has less 
opportunity of choosing the work that 
is according to his liking. The saying 
that there is always room at the top 
is true because only a comparative 
few will take the time and make the 
sacrifice that is necessary to special 
training. Success of this kind calls 
for a sacrifice. It requires sacrifice 
in time and money. One must take 
chances. The writer was once in the 
office of a shoe factory. The manager 
had some time previously sent down 
some new shoe patterns. The fore­
man came up to say that he had made 
some change in them. There followed 
some discussion of the change and 
finally the manager said, “Well, your 
change is all right if it works, but if 
it don’t work, you’ll get H— for it!” 
The foreman said that he would take 
the chance of it working. It worked, 
and that foreman was promoted, not 
because of that success but because 
he had in former times done things 
like it. Now he is a manager in a 
large factory. This man did not get 
on—no man gets on—because he was 
shirking work, but because he went to 
it with all his skill. He was promoted 
because he was better able to do the 
job than any other fellow in sight.
There is little reason for us to 
grumble about our position in life. 
There is room at the top, and little or 
no pushing when we get away up. We 
get up by doing something better than 
anybody else can do it. We get that 
way by training in some special thing. 
To say that the world owes us a 
living is to say wrong. If we say that 
the world owes us a chance to work 
for a living than we come nearer to 
the truth.
NORTH- EAST CARRY NOTES
Since the recent visit of two young 
ladies to North East Carry, we find 
that a new cure for colds has been 
discovered. The remedy differs slight­
ly from the ones we read about in the 
Bible (those of us who read the 
Bible), when many cures were effect­
ed by the laying on of hands.
The hands play an important part 
in the newly discovered cure, as the 
hands of the patient must be held by 
the person practising the cure. The 
manner of holding, or the length of 
time required for each treatment is 
not known to anyone who has not been 
treated, but should anyone who is 
suffering with a bad cold, wish to 
investigate they may communicate 
with the clerk of Lobster Operation, 
as he is now qualified to give first 
hand information and a testimonial as 
to the benefits to be derived from the 
treatmetn.
P. S.—Chaperoning a small party 
of young people may not be so 
monotonous an occupation as the pub­
lic may think.
Will the Editor or some well in­
formed reader of the Northern kindly 
tell us what is required to obtain the 
title of Mister wherever we go? When­
ever a bunch of the boys happen to 
meet at North East it is Bob or Ken 
or Jack or Jim as the case may be 
with but one exception. We all know 
we are expected to respect old age 
(and the man in question is surely 
old enough to demand respect from 
some of the oldest in the ranks of the 
Northern employees) but the boys are 
a little sore that one should be picked 
out of their midst and placed in a 
class by himself. Whether at the 
hotel, store or stable, it is always 
Mister.
Now there may be a good reason 
for this honor to be shown, which we 
in our density cannot understand; if 
so kind readers, kindly enlighten us 
on the subject as we do not wish to 
show that we are sore if the ladies 
at North East use a title to which the 
gentleman in question is entitled.
We certainly cannot answer the 
solemn and serious query propounded 




The Federal Government has ap­
proved for purchase in the White 
Mountain National Forest 446,000 
acres of land at the average cost of 
$6.42 or $2,863,320. It also has cost 
$445,000 to make surveys, examine 
title, etc., in addition to the actual 
cost of the land, making a total initial 
cost of $3,308,320.00, or $741 per acre.
For the period 1915 to 1921 in­
clusive,, the administration has cost 
as follows:
Administration









For the same period the receipts 
for sale of lumber has been $90,741.88.
You can't explain anything you don't understand.
DISPOSAL OF LANDS IN THE STATE OF MAINE
The only sure w





By Massachusetts By Massachusetts & Maine By Maine
Land Sold Land Granted Land Sold Land Sold Land Granted




33,440 .495 $ 13,967.20
1786 113,850 .585 66,820.48
1787 51,842 .325 17,052.34
165 , 280* .52 87,400.00
1788 74,615 .39 29,529.98
1789 37,508 .245 9,219.77
1790 46,538 .195 9,237.36
1791 76,789 .20 15,551.35
1792 2,060 .32 604.28
1793 2 ,130,469 .125 272,024.84
1794. 324,684 .19 61,253.96
1795 110,653 .325 36,022.72
1796 106,212 .165 17,577.24
1797 46,080 .27 12,979.04
’ 1798 6,185 .115 717.62
1799 188,420 .24 42,272.06
1800 23,040 .265 6,175.00
1802 148,406 .24 35,745.10
1803 49,920• .23 11,499.50
1804 255,330 .23 60,011.61
1805 69,120 .31 21,503.17
1806 69,120 .505 34,962.84
1809 28,322 .166 4,803.66
1810 193 3.10 600.00
1811 57,384 .31 17,755.50
1812 35,674 .585 20,804.43
1812 to 1820 69,045 .256 17,780.00
17e3 to 1820 79,010** .481 38,003.81 1,275,311
28,407*** .716 20,339.41
1820 41,368 .207 8,594.18 116,460
1821 13,385 .687 9,208.18 51,840
1822 2,655 .697 1,852.61 40,320
1823 20,806 .308 6,421.48 16 5.154 82.47
1824 11,397 .470 5,224.90 7,000 1,448 .842 1,219.84
1825 10,507 .288 3,032.43 36,711 .50 18,369.92
1826 1,682 .637 1,072.20 11,520 12,092 .398 4,822.83 22,040
1827 19,691 .215 4,252.36 101,909 .224 22,920.90 11,020
1828 87,842 .088 7,763.96 2,200 263,676 .311 82,206.51 11,020
1829 153,543 .135 20,760.43 13,910 60 .541 32.50 129,483 .205 26,627.79 11,153
1830 61,347 .118 7,284.40 58,760 162,282 .278 45,234.45 25,713
1831 141,809 .125 17,760.51 24,000 28 1.00 28.00 21,661 .682 14,779.64
1832 41,728 .249 10,400.13 15 ,392 69,122 .561 38,800.10 92,393 .669 61,091.73 173
1833 80,419 .156 12,582.45 20,702 1,404 .563 790.60 70,989 .429 30,469.27 4,613
1834 108,256 .194 21,031.06 8,238 7,550.00 230,146) 1.457 335,478.62) 800
1835 291,201 .375 109 , 409.64 16,163 75,875 3.104 235,562.20 ) ) 160
1836 64,295 .543 34,936.60 11,620 2,630 .993 2,612.80 21,206
1837 23,539 .350 8,260.24 1,200 5,006 .451 2,260.00 3,274 1.663 5,447.00 39,600
1838 71,544 .359 25,734.83 150 1.00 150.00 12,837 .74 9,504.77 16,600
1839 76,068 .520 39,593.15 400 72,696 1.418 103,127.29 33,558 1.481 49,718.79 595
1840 1,878 .824 1,547.61 47,720 1.257 59,985.50 18 ,050) .881 15,915.92) 7,059
1841 17,524 2.436 42,702.55 ) I
1842 12,300 .314 3,864.00 17,868 .44 7,876.27
1843 6.098 .336 2,052.00 35,466 1.210 42,943.35 1,661 .28 465.67
1844 273,616 1.226 335,470.55 147,637 1.083 159,924.64
1845 48 ,961 .066 3,268.13 16,561 .716 11,858.25 48,459 .458 22,230.26 155,897
1846 53,369 .328 17,520.93 72,420 .378 27,393.48 47,310 .602 28,514.90
1847 32,363 .166 5,388.89 140,294 1.072 150,422.82 105,625 .867 91,678.04
1848 11,846 .270 3,202.78 145,257 .927 134,731.69 101,220 .775 98 , 451.95
1849 23,587 .964 22,759.05 270,194 .464 125,435.89 145,708 .460 67,074.20
1850 267,041 .55 6 149,148.48 130 440,112 .506 223,070.36 342,913 .494 169,538.99 90,927
1851 12,228 .123 1,504.25 11,546 48,271 .405 19,568.45 39,823 .312 12,446.42 64,866
1852 779 .446 348.00 9,178 .432 3,144.81 310,802 .468 145,714.01 22,958
1853 476,278 .470 223,9 18.46 27,176 .133 3,631.65 316,926 .490 155,520.21 14,303
1 ,198,330**” .303 362,500.00”
1854 5,050 .283 1,431.00 11,056
1855 34,216 .763 26,115.86 3,374 .288 971.48 12,592
1856 1 10.000 10.00 227 .227 515.51 28,636
1857 1,091 .236 257.56 5,106
1858 } ' J 1,568 .198 311.12 ) 8,586
1859 / 3,840 .173 664.42 649 1.878 1,219.17 34,579
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Some men will work eighteen hours a day in order to hang on to a soft snap
BRIEF HISTORY OF THE 
WILD LANDS OF MAINE!
The History of the Wild Lands of 
Maine can be divided into three 
periods as follows:
I—From 1606 to 1783.
II—From 1783 to 1820.
Ill—From 1820 to 1880.
I—From 1606 to 1783
In the year 1606 James I, of Eng­
land, granted all the lands from the 
40th to the 48th degrees of north 
latitude to the council established at 
Plymouth, in the county of Devon, for 
the planting, ruling, ordering and gov­
erning of the affairs of New England. 
The first exercise of the powers of the 
council as respects any of the lands 
within the present territory of Maine, 
appears to be a grant in the year 
1624, of all the lands between the 
rivers Merrimack and Sagadahock, to 
Sir Ferdinando Gorges and John 
Mason.
From a misunderstanding of this 
grant, or some other cause,the council 
made a number of other grants, and 
some of them as clearly outside. Most 
of them, however, conflicted with the 
Gorges and Mason rights, and long 
disputes were caused which retarded 
the settlement of the lands many 
years.
At the time when power was in the 
hands of Charles I, and the colonies 
for a time in his hands, a charter was 
granted to Gorges in 1639 of all the 
territory between the rivers Piscata- 
qua and Kennebec, and the territory 
was designated by the name of the 
Province of Maine. This included all 
the territory claimed by Massachu­
setts, and many of the intermediate 
grants made by the council of Ply­
mouth, but it did not long hold good. 
Massachusetts coming into favor 
again, took possession of the country 
and the settlers being willing to live 
under her jurisdiction, she for a time 
governed them. But after the death 
of Gorges grandson, to settle the 
claims of the heirs, and probably be­
cause the title to the lands was felt to 
be insecure, Massachusetts was en­
abled, through John Usher, to pur­
chase the patent of Gorges for the 
insignificant sum of £1250 sterling. In 
1691, under William and Mary, the 
charters and rights were revised so 
that Massachusetts held, not only this 
land, but all which lay between this 
Province of Maine and Nova Scotia, 
and the limits of this land, as then 
laid down, were renewed and con­
firmed in the treaty of 1783, as the 
northeastern limits of the United 
States.
Previous to the establishment of the 
title of Massachusetts by the charter 
of William and Mary, that colony had 
found it expedient to encourage the 
(Continued on Page 10) 
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purchase of lands from the Indians at 
least so far as to allow of some degree 
of validity to their deeds especially 
when accompanied with actual posses­
sion and continued occupancy.
Besides the Grants and Indian 
Deeds before mentioned there were 
several made under theauthority of 
the crown of France in the eastern 
part of the state while it remained 
in her possession. The records of 
these however, were all removed at 
the final evacuation of the country by 
the French and no claim has since 
been made to any title under them 
except in one instance. A grant was 
made in April, 1691 by Louis XIV of 
France to Monsieur de Motte Cadillac. 
This grant had become absolete and a 
part of the land now claimed under it 
was occupied under the authority of 
Massachusetts. The feelings of the 
government however, were friendly to 
the applicants and their claim was ad­
mitted so far as to release to Monsieur 
and Madame De Gregoire, the latter 
of whom was a descendant and heir 
of Cadillac, all the land within its 
limits which then remained at the dis­
posal of the Commonwealth. This in­
cluded the present town of Trenton, 
with part of the towns of Sullivan, 
Ellsworth, Hancock, Eden and Mt. 
Desert with the Island in front of 
them to the main ocean.
From the method which is consid­
ered the most nearly accurate it is 
computed that the quantity of land 
contained in the tracts which are now 
holden under the ancient grants from 
the Council of Plymouth, and those 
under purchase from the Indians, in­
cluding also some smaller tracts inter­
mixed with them and which could not 
easily be ascertained separately is not 
far from 2,481,000 acres; the quantity 
alienated by the Province of Massa­
chusetts after the charter of 1691 and 
prior to the peace of 1783 is computed 
to be about 1,304,500 acres, making in 
the whole quantity alienated before 
the territory came fully into the pos­




IN THE GREAT WOODS
John Oinanen, Lewiston visitor, 
tells a yarn that would interest any 
moving picture director.
John Oinanen, Maine lumberjack 
and soldier of fortune, breezed into 
the Journal Wednesday morning with 
a tale of adventure which the Maine- 
made film directors might well covet.
Imagine yourself lately in the em­
ploy of one Sam Beaudreau, Camp 
No. 3, up in the big woods where the 
Penobscot waters transport the pulp­
wood along for miles down river to 
Bangor. Imagine a crew of 90 dwind­
ling down to 60 and yourself one of 
the latest laid off. You pack your 
knapsack and blankets and start on 
foot on a 30 mile hike with a buddy, 
similiarly got up, by the name of Arvo 
Karsman.
Night arrives early in northern 
Maine, and the moon comes up bright 
and yellow over the woods. Not much 
snow on the ground but plenty of 
frost in the air—clear, cold and silent, 
the stillness of the Maine woods in 
winter.
Were you ever off in a lonesome 
wilderness, miles from any human 
habitation, and heard the wild, blood­
curdling howl of the timber wolf?
This is the experience of John 
Oinanen and Arvo Karsman. Un­
armed, with no shelter near and no 
previous experience with these ani­
mals to draw on, they held hasty coun­
cil and decided to build a fire in the 
hope of scaring them away—in case 
there were a number of them nearby. 
They hastily gathered what loose 
branches and bits of refuse were 
handy and lighted a bonfire.
Hearing nothing further, they con­
tinued on their way to Grant Farm, 
the Great Northern. Already they 
had walked twenty-three miles over 
rough, frozen country road and were 
weary in limb and their knapsacks 
growing heavier.
Suddenly, without warning, they 
heard the ominous cry in the woods 
to the left, and then another to the 
right, close by. Frantically loosing 
their packs, they made for the nearest 
tree. Karsman was fortunate in his 
choice. It was an oak with branches, 
low enough to enable him to scramble 
—speedily—to safety.
Oinanen, however, was not so for­
tunate. His tree was a birch with 
lowest branches high up out of reach, 
with smooth, slippery trunk. He 
shinned up a ways and clung for life, 
while dark, skulking forms slid out 
from the dense thicket on either side.
One, an especially ferocious-looking 
animal, said Oinanen, stood up, lifted 
his head and gave one of those fierce 
hair-raising cries, his eyes gleaming 
malevolently in the moonlight; and 
Oinanen was so scared he nearly lost 
his hold—which was a poor one, at 
best. Slowly working his way up­
ward, he finally reached a place of 
safety. By this time five of these 
animals had gathered around— 
coyotes, he called them—the specie of 
timber wolf common in the Canadian 
woods most likely—and both men 
started out to beat them at their own 
game.
They shouted for help and yelled 
defiance at the animals, which showed 
no signs of vacating. It was then 
midnight. For three hours, until dawn 
finally began to lighten the East, the 
men held their cramped positions, 
nearly numb with cold and fatigue. 
With light the wolves slunk away into 
the forest and the adventurers took 
up their weary trail to journey’s end. 
That happened Monday morning. 
They made Grant Farm, got break­
fast, and resumed their journey— 
Karsman for Bangor and Oinanen for 
Lewiston, where he tells his extra­
ordinary story. He is a native of Fin­
land; has been in this country ten 
years; and is a husky, fine looking 
young man, who bears the stamps of 
life in the open. He is looking for 
work here.
This is not the first time wolves 
have been seen in the vicinity of the 
Penobscot section, says he, but it is 
the first and he hopes his last ex­
perience up that way without a gun.
----------------o----------------
WITH BENEFIT OF POETIC 
LICENSE
He: I think I’ll write some poetry 
for The Northern; everybody else is 
doing it.
She: I didn’t know you ever wrote 
poetry.
He: I don’t; but I bet I can.
She: Te-he!
He: If I can’t do as well as one I 
could mention who’s not more than a 
mile from me this minute I’ll eat all 
the paper I waste. Listen to a verse 
I’ve got here:
There once was a wicked young man 
Who thought it would be a good plan 
To go without hose,
And wear few other clothes,
But he soon had a fine coat of tan.
She: That isn’t poetry.
He: What is it?
She: That’s a limerick; and
limericks are only evidences of bad 
taste.
He: Zat so? I’d think from your 
looks they also were a bad odor. How’s 
this one?
Do you know why we don’t hear from 
Mars?
Why they don’t let down inter-world 
bars ?
They’re afraid if they do 
Forever they rue;
We might try to send them Ford cars.
She: Don’t you know they made
jokes like that a hundred years before 
automobiles were invented?
He: How do you know? Were you 
there? Now here’s a dandy. There’s 
something quite unique about the 
rhyme that I think is pretty nifty.
Oh, a fisherman went to Seeboomook, 
All ready to settle to the doom
Of a number of fish;
But the fishes said, “Tish;
We don’t fancy you for a tomb.”
She: Are you trying to have The 
Northern suppressed by law or what?
He: Say; you women know a lot. 
I acknowledge it. But not one in a 




There’s nothing so kingly as kindness, 
And nothing so royal as truth.
—Selected.
Unless you have survived a “killing frost” you're not properly hardened.
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James M. Cahill, the boy on the 
snub post, is ten years old and has 
been in the Maine woods every win­
ter, snice he was three years old. He 
studies at home to keep up with his 
class. He got several patridge last 
fall with his shotgun.
o-
COOPER BROOK DEPOT 
GLEANINGS
Joseph Sheehan has finished his 
winter’s operation at Cooper Brook 
and gone to Bangor for a few days.
* ❖ *
Norman Smith was here recently on 
business.
❖ ❖ *
Fred Beck and Coner Boyle have 
returend to their homes, having fin­
ished their winter’s operation.
Charles Edgerley and Walter Ran­
dall, scalers for the Cassidy Land 
Owners; Leon Patten, Malcolm Mar­
tin and Francis J. Perry, scalers for 
the G. N. P. Co.; D. Francis Dough­
erty of the Division of Forest En­
gineering; Harold Casey, pastmaster, 
and John E. Mear and Charles 
Fowles, our good natured clerks, have 
all returned to their respective homes. 
(You never miss the water till the 
well runs dry.)
❖ * *
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Chase have 
finished at the Dam and gone home.
Mr. and Mrs. James Cahill, Jasper 
and Helen Leavitt, who have been 
employed here have returned to their 
home in Athens.
* * *
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice H. Cahill and 
son James, will remain here until 
driving time.
❖ ❖ ❖
Oscar J. Miller has gone to his 
home in Bingham, having been em­
ployed here.
Mike O. Michaud, our cook and 
Leir Cyr, our cookee, have gone to 
Lewiston, having finished their duties 
here.
Man cannot live on spice alone; but 
the more ginger you put into your 
work the surer you are of your bread 
and butter.
----------------o----------------
The following is a story lately 
handed to us. It was written by a 
small child from the Bangor schools 
wholly ignorant that it was to be seen 
by anybody, even by the child’s teach­
er, much less that it was to be put 
into print. It is worded here exactly 
as it was originally written.
BEING EXCITED
One day in London a little boy 
whom was very poor heard there was 
to be a race. Anyone could try. So 
the little boy thought he would try; 
because the person who won would re­
ceive a large sum of money; and, if 
he won, he would be rather rich. 
When it came time for the race every­
body, of course, said he would not 
win, but he kept up his courage. Now 
the race was to begin in about a 
minute. All of a sudden the gun was 
fired that ment go. He was a little 
behind, but he was soon about a half 
a mile ahead. Then in a minute he 
found himself at the post where he 
had started. He had won. That night 
when he returned home he found his 
mother waiting for him. The first 
thing he did was to cry, “I won the 
race.” After that they were happy, 
and were also rich.
----------------o----------------
KID WISDOM
I met a little lad one day
Whose hair was a terrible red.
I asked him how he got that way,
And this is what he said:
“Oh, mister man, you’ve lots to learn,
Brains in your head you lack; 
My hair got red, as others know,
The same way yours got black.”
—Current News.
QUITTING TIME
O, it’s fun to be living in this year 
of our Lord, and to toil for one’s bread 
by the day; to amble at daybreak and 
perform with the horde, till your tired 
frame seeks repose in the hay. We 
arrive on this sphere with neither 
raiment or jack, and we toil much 
to accumulate pelf; at the end of our 
journey we unload our pack, and are 
solemnly laid on the shelf. A bird 
will construct for a home but one nest, 
while a squirrel seeks only one tree, 
but a human ever strives with much 
ardor and zest, to annex all the homes 
he can see. I’ve heard a great deal of 
the joys of hard work, and I’ve 
hearkened to pedant and sage; my 
pen has waxed trenchant at those who 
would shirk, while incessantly labor­
ing for wage. I agree with all dogma 
and schism and such, and the propa­
ganda in favor of toil, and I doff my 
worn sky piece to the lad who works 
much, and burns a lot of night oil. 
Yes, I’m for the last-mentioned with 
great gusts and vim and right glad 
they’ve all come to stay. But, O boy, 
the keen pleasure just rolls through 
my soul when it’s time to knock off 
for the day!
----------------o----------------
AT THE STATE HOUSE
Miss Skowhegan to the elevator 
man: “How’s business this morning?”
Elevator Man: “Pretty good. Rather 
up and down; but it helps to be able 
to tell ’em where they get off.”
----------------o----------------
ONE ON MISSOURI
While a traveling man was waiting 
for an opportunity to show his sam­
ples to a merchant in a little back- 
woods town in Missouri, a customer 
came in and bought a couple of night­
shirts. Afterward a long, lank lum­
berman, with his trousers stuffed in 
his boots, said to the merchant:
“What was them ’ere that feller 
bot?”
“Nightshirts. Can I sell you one 
or two?”
“Naup, I reckon not,” said the 
Missourian. “I don’t set around much 
o’ nights.”—Ex.
Anger ages and worry wears.
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last bonus is gone already. Have a 
heart, “Chipper,” our eyes are weak 
this spring, and the girls are now 
frantic enough as it is.
The iconoclast in the paper game, 
where production records are shat­
tered as fast as set up, and “it can’t 
be done” is a phrase undreamed of 
in our philosophy.
To paraphrase a classic saying—“I 
would not love thee less, my dear, 
loved I not honor more.” We have 
all enjoyed “The Northern” so much 
that we fear the paper may cease to 
reach us if someone doesn’t get busy 
and say something from East Milli­
nocket, so we will contribute under the 
above modest and unassuming head­
ing.
* * *
The new ball diamond presents an 
aspect of desolation little in keeping 
with former scenes of hectic activity 
when we wrestled for supremacy in 
the national game, though it was our 
misfortune to finish as runner-up for 
the Magic City Invincibles. During 
the recent false harbinger of spring 
it was reported that some sort of 
phantom, ghost or spirit of the waste 
had been seen there on a moonlight 
night, busily engaged in going 
through motions somewhat similar to 
those of a ball player when engaged 
in shortstop practice and infield work, 
though somewhat handicapped by a 
pair of snowshoes. The Beater Boss 
reckons it was Leo getting into shape 
early to avoid the rush—but as we 
known where Kenney spends his even­
ings, we feel that he has a perfect 
alibi this time. Verdict—Not guilty, 
but don’t do it again.
The following creation was found 
tacked to the Bulletin Board in the 
Paper Machine Room recently and 
perhaps accounts in a measure for the 
spirit of co-operation that makes this 
mill and its workings a source of 
pleasure to all concerned. While we 
doubt the ability of the modern skirt 
to rustle, basing our observation on 
the claim that blood cannot be ex­
tracted from a turnip, and what isn’t 
can’t rustle, yet we haven’t the heart 
to refuse you the religious instruction 
embraced in these lines:
HOMER McKEE’S PRAYER
Teach me that 60 minutes make an 
hour, 16 ounces one pound, and 100 
cents one dollar. Help me to live so 
that I can lie down at night with a 
clear conscience, without a gun under 
my pillow and unhaunted by the faces 
of those to whom I have brought pain. 
Grant, I besearch Thee, that I may 
earn my meal ticket on the square, 
and in doing thereof that I may not 
stick the gaff where it does not belong. 
Deafen me to the jingle of tainted 
money, and the rustle of unholy skirts. 
Blind me to the faults of the other 
fellow, but reveal to me my own. 
Guide me so that each night when I 
look across the dinner table at my 
wife, who has been a blessing to me, 
I will have nothing to conceal. Keep 
me young enough to laugh with my 
children, and to lose myself in their 
play. And then when comes the smell 
of flowers, and the tread of soft steps 
and the crushing of the hearse’s 
wheels in the gravel out in front of 
my place, make the ceremony short 
and the epitaph simple: “Here Lies 
a Man.”
Heard at the early summer ball 
game at this town in which the late 
Jimmie Fitzpatrick received his bap­
tism of fire. The details cling to our 
recollection like the fragrance of 
cloves and mothballs to the ancient 
finery we once sported when highballs 
were in flower, and the ingenious 
charm of lovely woman is the same 
to this day. Fourteen hits off Jimmie 
in one inning, when a beautiful girl 
exclaimed to her admiring escort, “Oh, 
Harry, isn’t our pitcher a perfect 
dear! He can hit their bat no matter 
where they hold it.”
* * *
Who does not remember his first 
love—and his first auto. We remem­
ber the latter, and our experience in 
learning to operate the same. Down 
near the Caribbean shore—a side 
street bordered by nigger huts on 
flimsy 6 foot posts—each hut crammed 
full of natives who had been told by a 
local colored evangelist that Haley’s 
comet was to collide with the earth at 
an unexpected moment, so all had bet­
ter reform pronto—that darned car 
ran amuck, hit the posts of a hut, 
smashed everything gaily west, 
niggers boiling out of the wreck, and 
the old colored mammy of the family 
shrieking, “Madre de Dios! El Cometa 
ha llegado” (Mother of God! The 
Comet has arrived.”
❖ ❖
“Chipper” says it makes a feller 
dizzy trying to buy all the new clothes 
coming on the market now, and his
On the West Branch. 
Our genial time keeper, Mr. Ben 
Files, has gone into the poultry busi­
ness on an extended scale. Ben allows 
White Wyandottes are good poultry 
if they don’t find too much sour mash 
from a home brew outfit. He has one 
egg, and while not yet having con­
tracted for its disposal, will accept 
options on it until Easter, as he 
doesn’t believe present market con­
ditions reflect the real value of hen 
fruit.
East Millinocket has been plowed 
out by the company this winter, for 
which we are all thankful. We have 
heard no objection as yet from any­
one in regard to this civic improve­
ment, by which we infer it is never too 
late to repent—but perhaps the end is 
not yet.
“Jimmie” called on a young lady a 
few evenings ago. After the usual 
preliminaries the young lady re­
marked that she liked his cigarette 
holder. “Why,” said James, “I haven’t 
any,” and now she is provoked at his 
apparent lack of speed in repartee.
This reminds us of the young man 
who quarreled with his wife, re­
nounced her forever, and started out 
trout fishing, allowing the flies would 
prove no worse than the sting of the 
lady’s tongue. There he met an old 
fellow who listened to his tale of woe, 
that finished with the remark that 
“women were queer sometimes.” 
“Well,” said the old man, “when you 
are as old as I am you will know they 
are queer all the time.” (As we are 
a married man it might be well to 
stress the fact that the above verdict 
is from a masculine point of view).
* * *
Mr. Morgan, who has been taking 
on too much weight this winter, and 
find himself somewhat out of condition 
after the recent series of coasting
There's nothing to some books except a good title.
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parties, has undertaken a course in 
Spanish athletics, and is now training 
on black coffee and cigarettes, with 
gum drops and after dinner siestas 
on the side. Cheer up, Charles, the 
way of a coaster is hard—and the 
bumps of life get us all going at 
times.
* ❖
The Infant Terrible, who poses as 
our stenographer, is much interested 
in a new indoor sport called kissing, 
and allows it tops anything he has 
experienced to date. Perhaps the less 
we seasoned old vets say the better, 
but it might be remarked in passing 
that the half has never yet been told.
* * *
Well, we came into the office a few 
days ago to enjoy a nice quiet after­
noon, as the phone was out of com­
mission, and everyone had been paid 
off, a few loans and advances made 
to put the boys through the coming 
athletic carnival at “Tex” Gordon’s 
hoof garden—and the finishing crew 
had all the paper shipped—when the 
sprinkler heads blew off in the time 
office. Soon all hands were diving for 
pearls in the flood, saving time cards 
faster than Billy Sunday gathers in 
brands from the burning. Steve says 
it is easy to understand why the 
Engineering Department has so much 
faith in hydraulic power on grinder 
lines. The weight of that falling 
water was a fright, and it was colder 
than a mother-in-law’s breath. As 
Peter Thibodeau remarks, “By Gar, 
my time card she dam hard to read.”
Ye scribe approached the mill men 
for news—but they were all too busy 
figuring out a way to confound the 
income tax man to give us any as­
sistance at this writing. However, in 
passing through we were much edified 
to hear from storekeeper Michaud 
that the way Eastwood wires are go­
ing to pieces would make a rabbit mad 
enough to spit in a bull dog’s eye 
and if we don’t believe it, ask George, 
he knows.
This get together spirit is a great 
thing, Hennessy, a gr-a-a-t thing. 
Sure East Millinocket has been fa­
mous in this respect for many a long 
year. One thing about the town is its 
democracy. Should you be flush 
everybody spends your money—if 
broke they all pay your bills. When 
sick all visit you, and if in jail every 
one will go on your bail bond. If 
married all rejoice, when children are 
born all get tight with you, and when 
the final call comes tender hands will 
not be lacking to perform the last 
pious offices. All news, hooch, tobacco 
and automobiles are common property, 
and the peace of a contented com­
munity broods over its sun lit hills.
L. R. Groves.
----------- o-----------
A man was brought into court for 
the illicit distilling of whiskey.
“What is your name?” asked the 
Judge.
“Joshua, sir,” was the reply.
“Joshua?” repeated the judge. “Ah! 
Are you the Joshua who made the 
sun to stand still?”
“No sir, judge,” was the answer. 
“I is the man who made the moon 
shine.”
Newsy Notes
Mr. Fred L. Bartlett, who has been 
scaling at Camp No. 3, Sandy Stream, 
this past winter, will be engaged in 
the State Forestry Service for the 
coming summer. He will operate the 
State power boat, “The Forest H,” on 
Chesuncook lake.
Mrs. A. T. Flower, who has spent 
a good deal of time in the Maine 
woods in past years, has passed the 
winter in Amesbury, Mass., while Mr. 
Flower has been at Cooper Brook and 
Sandy Stream Operations. Mrs. 
Flower is very enthusiastic about life 
in the woods and is anxious to return 
which she will do in a few weeks.
* * *
Mrs. H. M. Chapman of Rockwood 





L. E. Klatt, a former superinten­
dent of the city farm, was Monday 
appointed by Mayor Day as superin­
tendent of the farm, succeeding Fred 
D. Richardson, who has held that 
position for some time. Mr. Klatt 
began his duties Monday.
Mr. Klatt was superintendent of the 
farm four and a half years from 1916 
to 1920, since which time he was with 
the Great Northern Paper Co., as 
superintendent of the Pittston farm 
up to last October.
* * *
Manager F. A. Gilbert has, within 
the past few weeks, been making a 
general trip, visiting the farms and 
the larger part of the lumbering op­
erations. He was accompanied for a 
part of the time by Mr. F. J. D. 
Barnjum.
“Buster” Greeley spent a few days 
“down river” within the past month, 
returning to his position as Clerk at 
the Grant Farm the last of February.
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Connie Bresenhan, one of Mr. 
Sargent’s genial and efficient clerks, 
has come “out of the woods” for a 
few weeks change and visitation. This 
is Connie’s first trip down since last 
May and three days at Christmas 
season. He certainly will be well re­
ceived out in the open and he as 
surely will be welcomed back to the 
woods haunts. All right Connie, 
we’ll have more cribbage later.
Miss Haner and Mrs. Gray of 
Pittston Farm recently visited for a 
week in and around Bangor.
❖ * ❖
It is rather difficult to grant the 
request contained in the following 
partial letter:
February 18, 1822.
Montford S. Hill, Supt.,
6 State St.,
Bangor, Maine.
Dear Sir: Will you kindly place 
the following names on your mail­
ing list for “The Northern.”
(Three names signed)
Mrs. Irving of Holyoke, Mass., who 
has been in poor health for some time, 
came about a month ago with her son 
and daughter, to visit her son, Robert, 
at the Ten Mile. They were stopping 
at Mr. Sargent’s cottage. Mrs. Irv­
ing’s illness continued to grow worse 
and she died Monday evening, Feb. 27. 
The burial was at Holyoke. Many 
condolences are offered to Robert and 
the bereaved family.
* *
Mr. Emmons, clerk at Rockwood, 
was called to Lewiston the last of 
February to attend his father’s fu­
neral. Condolences are likewise ex­
tended here.
❖ * *
George Maguire, who has been con­
ducting an operation of cutting boom 
logs at Howe brook, closed the opera­
tion Feb. 20.
♦ * *
Mr. Forest Comber is clerking at 
the Forty Mile, filling the place made 
vacant by John Baker.
* * *
A. L. Mishou made a trip to Bangor 
recently.
* * ❖
A new stable has been built this 
winter at the Blair Farm Annex, 
making now accommodations for 
ninety horses.
❖ * ❖
Miss Grace Leonard, who has been 
teaching at Seboomook for two months 
the past winter is now teaching at 
Moose River.
During the absence of Bob Irving at 
the Ten Mile, his place was for a 
few days filled by Dan Flannagin of 
Rockwood and later by Bill LaCrosse.
4* *
Bill Harrington was a visitor at 
Seboomook Feb. 22. Bill, take your 
handkerchief when you go visiting.
Henry Bartley has a new floor laid 
in his office at the Exchange. The 
work was done by Harry Rollins.
❖ * *
Paymaster Holden made a trip to 
Millinocket Feb. 20 to pay the crew 
completing the Sandy Stream Dam. 
He is now located in that territory.
* * *
Paymaster Bunker was right on the 
job at the conclusion of Bud Mooney’s 
operation at Monticello. The men 
were payed and released at once.
* * *
Mr. P. E. Whalen was taken ill with 
a severe cold while on the way from 
Sandy Stream to Millinocket. He was 
thus detained at Millinocket for three 
days.
❖ * *
The building contractor on the new 
garage at Greenville Jct., finished the 
contract Feb. 20. Up to that time 
there were two trucks and two tractors 
landed at the garage, the two trucks 
coming from Kineo and the tractors 
from Sandy Stream.
Now it is “Papa” Ellis. A ten 
pound boy was born to Mr. and Mrs. 
Ellis, Feb. 16.
*
Mr. John Russell is doing the car­
penter work at Pittston in the South 
View House, where rooms 1, 2, 3, and 
4 are being converted into a suite and 
bath. The mason work on the shower 
bath is done and now ready for the 
plumbers.
❖ * ❖
Medric Mishaud has returned to the 
K. P. toting after spending the winter 
at Sandy Stream.
* *
A new ice house 20x20 is being built 
at the Forty Mile.
* *
The boats at Norcross are being 
painted and repaired, making ready 
for spring.
* * *
The old machine shop at Rockwood 
closed Feb. 15. The machinery has 
been removed and shipped by rail to 
Greenville Jet. The old building at 
Rockwood will be used as a service 
station.
* * *
Mr. Taggert, teamster at Rock­
wood, became the proud possessor of 
a ten pound boy, Feb. 17.* * *
Mr. C. J. Driscoll has been replaced 
by Mr. H. Hellyer on the Kineo side 
of the Lake.
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert have just 
completed a sight seeing trip in the 
Katahdin region, visiting the Sandy 
Stream Operation and stopping at the 
South Basin Camp.
* *
Two parties of “married folks” 
from the East Millinocket mill have 
been given at the Rice Farm, one 
March 4 and one March 8. The trips 
were made by both team and tractor 
conducted by Mr. and Mrs. Charles 
Burr. Mrs. Priest served her famous 
lunches after which dancing was en­
joyed and also the Victrola.
■--------------- o----------------
Once upon a time
When black and white was in tune, 
Head over heels
In the office tumbled June.
❖ ❖ ❖
“It beats H------ ,” says John,
“How news travels ’round
Even though it’s wrong,
In this D------  old town.”
* * *
Books she loves and scen’ry charms 
her,
A better sport did ne’er exist, 
For Carrie’s game in any laughter,
And hikes and trips are never 
missed.
----------------o----------------
I’LL BE THE ONE WHO WILL KNOW
If I have slipped in the thick of the fight— 
If there’s something I’ve done that is not right, 
At the end of the day, when comes the night—
I’ll be the one who will know.
If I have received more than I have given—- 
If I’ve shown scant thought the while I’ve 
striven
To folks who harder than I were driven— 
I’ll be the one who will know.
When the smoke of the battle has cleared 
away—
If I’ve used foul means to win in the fray, 
It will not matter much what others say— 
I’ll be the one who will know.
But, if I have lost, though I’ve done by best. 
And made of every defeat a test,
And though I am scoffed at by all the rest— 
I’ll be the one who will know.
-------------------------O-------------------------
FRONT PAGE STUFF
An editor in the Far West dropped 
in to church for the first time for 
many years. The minister was in the 
very heart of the sermon. The editor 
listened for a while and then rushed 
to his office.
“What are you fellows doing? How 
about the news from the seat of 
war?”
“What news?”
“Why, all this about the Egyptian 
army being drowned in the Red Sea. 
The minister up at the church knows 
all about it, and you have not a word 
of it in our latest. Hustle ’round, 




He was invited out to dine
While wifie was away,
“Oh, no,” said he, “as cook I’m fine,
I’ve lots to eat each day.”
Marden.
Many ideals, like many people, look good until you try them out.
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Frederick H. K. Stait, an engineer 
for the Great Northern Paper Co., is 
in Bangor for a few days.
* * *
She: What makes the leaves turn 
red in the fall?
He: They are blushing to think
how green they have been all summer.*
Is it better to beat the other fel­
low’s record or to beat your own?— 
The Silent Partner.
* * *
The horse shoe is the emblem of 
good luck, and what a stupid idea, for 
it cannot make both ends meet.—The 
Silent Partner.
Now that the snow is practically 
all disappeared the chief topic now is 
baseball. It won’t be long before the 
boys will be passing the horse-hide 
and limbering up their joints.
(With apologies to Walt Mason)
The time has come for long-haired 
bards to grab their writing tools, and 
gush about the babbling brooks, and 
trees and shady pools, and so I 
resurrect my lyre from out the attic 
dust, to overhaul its rusty wires for I 
must rant or bust. I will not sing of 
summer stars upon a moonlit sea, no 
yet perchance of blushing rose nor 
yet of busy bee; but I will prate of 
pencil stiffs and other things as good, 
that grow up where the ink does 
splash upon the four-foot wood.
They show you moving pictures of 
the husky lumberjack, a struggling up 
the tote road with his war-bag on his 
back; but they never take a close up 
of the operation clerk, who is sorting 
over boom-chains or some other pleas­
ant work. For the clerk’s a common 
gilpoke of the lowest roughneck type. 
He’s a non-productive article that’s 
just supposed to write. He’s a sort 
of human door-mat for the supers and 
the cooks, and when it comes to 
wangan he is plain unvarnished crook. 
Yes, he’s that and some few other 
things it wouldn’t do to write, for al­
though he’s slow to anger, he’s been 
even known to fight.
Yet my friends I hope you’ll notice 
else my song shall be in vain, it’s been 
many years since foreman kept the 
time and took the blame, and wher­
ever spruce is moving—in the woods 
or on the drive—it’s this same dad- 
rotted pencil stiff that’s keeping 
things alive. Though he grabs but 
little credit, after all is said and done, 
you’ve got to hand it to him, he’s the 
man behind the gun.
—By an old clerk.
P. S.—Any individual clerk wishing 
to have himself immortalized in verse, 
can have same done easily and pain­
lessly. Circular upon application.
The basketball team had quite an 
experience of March traveling in 
Maine on the evening of the 6th. 
Leaving Bangor at 6 o’clock by auto, 
they were forced to abandon car at 
Northern Maine Junction, leaving it 
in the ditch. The 8 o’clock west­
bound train carried them to Carmel, 
where they wound up “Town Meeting 
Day” with a game with the fast local 
team. The roads being no better at 
the Carmel end and the midnight east­
bound train not stopping at Carmel, 
forced a long ride by team to 
Northern Maine, where the train was 
taken and Bangor reached at 5:35 a. 
m. So much for the pleasure of 
basketball.
* ❖ ❖
One of our pricers from “up Dexter 
way” has sworn off again. No more 
Coca-Cola parties! Dexter is dry 
from now on. Too much form 89 
has been known to cause nervous 
timekeepers to pick red lizards off the 
walls but it was an old reliable 76 that 
reformed this hardened criminal.
The morning after the party, after 
arriving at the office, some time be­
tween eight and nine, our erring 
brother propped his head up by the 
simple expedient of placing a ruler 
under his chin, and then started the 
old grind by pricing a 76—Never 
mind where from. He didn’t need any 
prop after a couple of looks, his head 
came up with a snap. Yes sir, he 
thought he had ’em alright, even had 
a crawling feeling in his spine.
We noticed he looked rather wild, 
but as he is kind of queer at times 
anyway, nobody worried much. A 
couple of minutes afterwards some­
body saw him soaking his head under 
the water faucet—said he had a head­
ache, which is very probable.
Well, when he came back everything 
was just as he left it so he thought if 
somebody else could see it, it must be 
so. We took a slant, and set his mind 
at rest.
Silver polish reported by the roll, 
clothes pins by the can, and electric 
light bulbs by the pound! Wicked 
stuff for the morning after. How­
ever, with plenty of milk, eggs and 
fresh air, with careful nursing we 
have hopes of a speedy recovery.* * *
Jim Sargent seems to be running 
some of his operations on a profit- 
sharing basis with his clerks. Any­
way we can state on good authority 
that it is through his efforts Ricker 
is saving a quart of ink a week by not 
dotting his “I’s”* * *
If Walter O’Connell could get in on 
that we figure that at the present 
price of ink in about four years he 
could buy enough cowhides to make 
him a pair of moccasins.* * *
Speaking of moccasins! This same 
Ricker has a smart little pair “whose 
bottoms have never seen the sun” 
(except once when he hung them up 
to dry.) * * *
Heard at Grant Farm office most 
any evening:
Time: 5:20 p. m.—Voice on the 
phone (sweet voice)—“Supper’s 
ready.”
Time: 6:30 p. m.—Same voice (still 
sweet)—Well, supper’s ready. Good- 
by!
Greeley—(Looking at his watch) 
Da-nation John! Gimme four choc­
olate bars.
----------------o----------------
Leo Boutin was taken sick while 
driving a tractor from Kineo to Pitt­
ston and was obliged to stop at the 
Twenty Mile. Bill Gallagher went 
down from Pittston and took the 
tractor in.
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Mr. C. A. Treat of The National
School of Accounting, Portland, Maine 
and formerly of the Auditing Dept., 
extended his greetings to us on Feb. 
9th.
❖*  *
Kenneth Field, son of Mr. and Mrs. 
M. P. Field, is among the speakers 
for the Junior Exhibition of Bangor 
high school, which takes place at City 
Hall on March 24th.
* * *
Mr. N. A. Clark won the 
men’s first prize at the K. 
whist party on Feb. 22.
gentle- 
of C.
are re-Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hume 
ceiving congratulations on the birth 
of a son, born Feb. 18th.
❖ ❖
THE HAYSEEDERS’ BALL
Nearly our entire office force par­
ticipated in the Hayseeders’ Ball given 
in Rush’s hall on Feb. 21st, by the 
business men of the town. The grand 
march was an imposing spectacle and 
now and then old friends were 
recognized beneath their ridiculous 
make-ups. The, old dances, both square 
and round, were danced to the satis­
faction of all. During the intermis­
sion a brief program consisting of old 
time songs, recitations, a clog dance 
and jokes, was given. Refreshments 
of stripped cod, cheese and crackers, 
doughnuts, coffee and cider 
served. Needless to say a good 
was had by all. *
A VALENTINE PARTY
February 14th the Misses 
and Danforth entertained the 







the form of a Valentine Party. Each 
guest was costumed to represent a 
Valentine. While some made appear­
ances as little boy and girl lovers, 
others looked especially set for the 
occasion in crepe paper heart dresses, 
etc., while still others afforded much 
merriment dressed as “comic” Valen­
tines.
Several appropriate games and con­
tests were presented by the hostesses 
and the guests were certainly kept 
busy and entertained with the many 
new and jolly feats of which they 
participated. The many prizes award­
ed for the different forms of amuse­
ment helped to keep up the enthus­
iasm and the comic Valentines ap­
propriately selected for each guest 
which served as favors at the banquet 
table produced a “Charlie Chaplin” 
effect in the ripples of laughter that 
filled the dining room.
Refreshments of fruit salad, olives, 
sherbert, cake, coffee and mints, fol­
lowed by a short musical program 
brought the close to a “Valentine” 
evening well spent.
❖ * ❖
A GEORGE WASHINGTON PARTY 
On Feb. 22nd Mrs. Kathleen A. 
Kedderis entertained the club mem­
bers and a few guests at a George 
Washington party. It was a quaint 
company that gathered in their old- 
fashioned dresses and becoming 
coiffures. The hostess was charming 
in a Martha Washington costume and 
Martha herself never looked better 
than our Kathleen.
The first feat of the evening was 
moulding pictures out of gum. Some 
interesting results were obtained and 
a prize was Awarded to Miss Clifford 
for the best production.
A bean and peanut contest followed 
and no end of fun was furnished by 
the contestants. Mrs. Margaret Har­
mon won the first prize and Mrs. 
Young the booby.
“Putting George Washington’s hat 
on” and building words out of “George 
Washington’s Birthday” proved amus­
ing and interesting. The winner in 
the word contest was Miss Danforth.
After a five minute chat witty de­
scriptions were written of the persons 
talked with and then read to the 
guests by the hostess. The characters 
implied were well guessed by Mrs. 
Alice Waugh.
Delicious refreshments of cock-tail 
salad, rolls, ice cream with magic 
cherries, and a Martha Washington 
pie were served. During the banquet 
literary stunts were performed and 
startling facts revealed in a mind 
reading game.
The dining room was prettily decor­
ated in rose and green. Roses and 
batchelder buttons with green stream­
ers extending to each cover and 
colonial place card made an attractive 
centerpiece. Later the roses changed 
into caps and were immediately 
donned by the company who now pre­
sented a gay appearance.
At a late hour the guests departed 
bidding their hostess a most enjoyable 
evening.
the result was like the scorching sun 
instead of that usual soothing effect. 
It was nearly time for work but alas 
poor hubby just simply had to un­
willingly resort to a shampoo.
“ENGINEERING” JOLLIES
It has been noted of late that one 
from our department who married a 
domestic science teacher is taking his 
dinner at the lunch cart (?)
* * *
H. W. Chase made a flying trip to 
Madison, leaving Millinocket on a Sat­
urday night. He arrived at destina­
tion Sunday morning, did his errand 
and when the train “pulled out” Mon­
day morning Chase was aboard, head­
ed homeward. It is quite noticeable 
that he does not tarry in Madison any 
longer than is necessary. We wonder 
why? * * *
Harris is known to the Engineering 
Dept. as the “Weather Bureau for 
Millinocket,” (he having full charge 
of the weather.)
Married three months but has been 
seen “down street” just once in that 
period — and that quite recently. 
“Wherever he wanders there's 







Our Mr. Ferguson attended 
Hayseeder’s Ball and was very 
thusiastic spectator seated in 
front row of the balcony admiring the 
antique costumes, kicking himself be­
cause he didn’t wear his make-up so 
as to be down “with the bunch.”
* * *
“The rain it raineth every day
Upon the just and unjust fellow. 
But chiefly on the just because,




(No more vinegar shampoos)
When wifie discovered that some 
bold vagabond was using her hair 
tonic she immediately vowed ven­
geance on the scamp. Not knowing 
that hubby was the guilty party she 
filled the covetous bottle with a stout 
mixture of salt and vinegar.
The next morning hubby applied his 
customary application, but oh horrors,
“Mamma, I hear there 




Mother: “No dear, the theatre was 
damaged by fire.”
Little Girl: “What queer boarders 
(rumors) get around.”
** *
To the beauty parlor cometh 
A fair maiden






Stron glanguage is often the prop for a weak cause.
fat, 
arched,”
pat.”
